Electrophysiological studies of acetylcholine and the role of the basal forebrain in the somatosensory cortex of the cat. II. Cortical neurons excited by somatic stimuli.
1. Of the sample of 322 neurons located in somatosensory cortex and tested for their responsiveness to somatic stimulation, 91 (28%) responded to stimuli applied to the skin. The majority were located in the middle cortical layers. Each of the cells subjected to tests with glutamate and acetylcholine (ACh) was rapidly adapting to cutaneous stimuli, giving a response at the onset of skin indentation and sometimes after the stimulus withdrawal. 2. Of the 30 cells tested by pairing basal forebrain (BF) stimulation with cutaneous stimulation. 18 (60%) displayed enhanced responses to the same cutaneous stimulus after the pairing. These effects lasted for greater than 5 min in 17 cases, persisting for as long as the cell was studied, sometimes greater than 1 h. 3. The enhanced responsiveness to cutaneous stimuli could not be reversed by atropine, but in each of the 11 cells where atropine was administered while the BF stimulus was paired with the skin stimulus, the pairing produced no enhancement. 4. We conclude that pairing a BF stimulus with a cutaneous stimulus leads to long-term facilitation of the responsiveness of the cortical neuron subjected to this treatment and that this effect is mediated by the release of acetylcholine from BF cholinergic neurons that act on muscarinic receptors found on neurons in the somatosensory cortex.